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entre amis !
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The 2020 AJCM program aims to mobilize and support young people in their involvement around the Mediterranean sea.

During workshops of collective intelligences in Marseille, some groups of young people from several Mediterranean countries identified common objectives: like the plastic pollution in the sea or rivers, the climatic warming and the biodiversity degradation.

The gender equality and the women’s entrepreneurship is also identified as an important issue to bring complementarity in the socio-economical development of the Mediterranean territories. The solidarity mobility is a key for young people as well: it enables a better understanding between different people and a better understanding of the opportunities towards jobs or professional activities.

This pedagogic kit targets the young organizations:

It presents some tools, resources and pedagogic material to clarify and aware on these crucial issues.

It facilitates, the implementation of citizen actions thanks to a collective intelligence approach.

It a living material, that can and should improve itself. From a first version, it will be strengthened with all the contain that the Mediterranean implemented actors will bring to it.

GOALS
facilitate the implementation of educational actions, in the field of the 2020 AJCM edition
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1- A PEDAGOGICAL APPROACH
IN COLLECTIVE INTELLIGENCE

The issues and needs we would like to tackle through AJCM in the Mediterranean are quite com-
plex: it means they are linked between themselves. For example, the environmental questions
need the human beings find solutions together. By the way, they need to get the same access
to the same rights, man like woman, specially to education, to entrepreneurship...and also to the
mobility we need to go work.

The collective intelligence can help us to find solutions to these needs, or at least to find some
innovative way and innovative answers...

WHAT IS THE «COLLECTIVE INTELLIGENCE»?

The collective intelligence isn’t a abstract concept: it is present in the wild for millions of years!

For example the water we are drinking every day to survive, is an association of 2 molecules of
hydrogen, and 1 molecule of oxygen. This association creates some “capacities” or “powers” like
the dissolution or the transport of plenty of others molecules, to keep or to transport heat in
order to grow our fruits and vegetables...

The collective intelligence is also present in our human body which is an amazing association of
billions of cells and bacteria, with a lot a water, giving strength to be mobile, to think and act !

It is present in the protected eco-systems as well, like the primary forests: every waste pro-
duced by a specie is used by an other to survive. The species biodiversity gives strength to the
eco-system to fight some crisis like fires, storms...) : the collective intelligence leads us to what
we are calling “the resiliency”.

We can develop the collective intelligence between humans, and especially between young
people from different Mediterranean countries. That is what we are targeting this year with you
into the 2020 AJCM !

HOW DOES IT WORK?

The collective intelligence can be thought like a game! But for playing, we have to know and
respect the rules!

The first ones are rules to live in harmony with the others:

- Pay attention to what the others say, without any judgment
- Speak free, from your point of view, without any fears or violence
- Be kind, friendly and respectfulful with the others, like with us
- Trust in yourself and in the others, it makes the exchanges fluent and brings creativity in
the ideas
- Respect the framework into the actions and animations: it’s like your playground!
WHAT SHOULD WE KNOW TO MODERATE AN ACTIVITY WITH COLLECTIVE INTELLIGENCE?

1- The “circle organization” : it symbolizes the common property in the middle of the circle, and make it easy the fluency in the debates and exchanges between every stakeholders of the circle.

2- The “turn of speech” : it helps the whole team to speak free when someone takes its turn, and facilitates the listening of the others on the same topic.

3- The silence power : everyone has the right to do not speak in the “turn of speech” to think a bit more or develop more what he would like to say, or because what he thinks has already been said.

4- The debate : every member of the circle speaks to the whole group (so in the direction of the circle middle), and doesn’t debate with just one person. It avoids the duals and optimize the groups thinking.

5- Gather the views : the points of view are complementary and don’t fight one against the other. The cooperation should be chosen, instead of the confrontation. It’s not easy to accept that some opinions are completely opposite between themselves. Because they can be nevertheless complementary (like the economy and the ecology).

6- The facilitator of the circle and the rules : it is the most important role in the collective intelligence. The facilitator keeps the game rules respected and maintains the dynamism and the right balance of the circle, to keep it “living”

WHAT RESOURCES ON THE COLLECTIVE INTELLIGENCE ?

Books :
- L'Intelligence Collective, co-créons en conscience le monde de demain, un ouvrage écrit en Intelligence Collective paru, en décembre 2014, aux Ed. Yves Michel
- Faciliter l'intelligence collective : 35 fches pour innover, co-construire, mettre en action et accompagner le changement (Disponible en version numérique)
- L'intelligence collective est aussi facilitée par une pensée « qui relie et qui tisse », une pensée « complexe » : Edgar Morin est un chercheur et philosophe qui a écrit des ouvrages de référence sur ce mode de pensée adapté à la complexité du monde contemporain.
- Les 7 savors nécessaires à l’éducation du futur : à télécharger gratuitement sur le site de l’UNESCO
- Introduction à la pensée complexe (Seuil), La méthode – les idées (Seuil)
- Vidéo de Jean-Francois Noubel au Ted X de Belfort
The Mediterranean is a Hotspot of the world biodiversity. The youth is engaged to protect its resources, threatened by the plastic waste, the climatic warming and the biodiversity destruction.

### ON THE MARINE POLLUTION IN THE MEDITERRANEAN

**Why ?**
The Mediterranean sea is changing in a dangerous plastic trap, with some new pollution levels that endanger the marine species and the human health.

**What ?**
Aware and organize a waste collection in the Mediterranean.

**With who ?**
Surfrider Foundation Europe is a non-profit association partner of the AJCM program, and in charge of the lacs, river, ocean, and coast protection and enhancing. It gathers nowadays more than 13 000 subscribers and is active in 11 countries through its local partners.

**How ?**
- [Surfrider video on the marine pollution](#).
- [Educative material of Initiatives Océanes](#) : about aquatic waste, waste lifetime, water cycle, and 9 acts of protection.
- About the action “0 waste” to do not produce any waste : the MOOC of the colibris movement.
2- RESOURCES ON THE MEDITERRANEAN ENVIRONMENT

BIODIVERSITY AND CLIMATIC WARMING IN THE MEDITERRANEAN SEA

Why?
The Mediterranean sea was identified by the international scientific (GIEC) like an especially exposed region to the effects of the climatic warming. The warming but the acidification will be strong as well. Many marine habitats are already vulnerable in front of the climatic changing like the Posidonia herbarium or the coralligenous.

What?
Some tools to aware and act for the Sea: the mass tourism effects, the land pressure, the climatic changing, the maritime traffic, the blue economy...

With who?
For more than 20 years, the WWF France is involved in the Mediterranean sea to protect marine eco-systems with 4 conservation focuses:
The study and the protection of cetaceans, the development and improving of the Marine Protected Areas (AMP) network, the fight against the pollution dangers, the promotion of a sustainable fishing and of the blue economy development.

How?
- The WWF tools to be active every day: for a better food, to optimize his energetic consumption, to move differently, to reduce his waste quantity and his numeric print. https://www.wwf.fr/agir-au-quotidien
- The application "we act for good": a digital platform on which the individual action on a young people becomes a collectives one. https://www.wwf.fr/agir-au-quotidien/we-act-for-good
- « Méditerranée Hot spot de biodiversité mondiale » : WWF
- « Mer Méditerranée en danger » : WWF
- EAD : ressources pédagogiques de l’AFD sur l’éducation au développement durable
2- RESOURCES ON THE MEDITERRANEAN ENVIRONMENT

CIRCULAR ECONOMY

Why?
The environmental issues in the Mediterranean sea must be resolved with new employments for young people, and new kind of production and consumption: the goal is to obtain an economy that is not linear anymore, but circular. We can succeed by inspiring on the wood’s way of life (bio-mimicry).

What?
The circular economy enables us to reduce our ecological print and to optimize the use of natural resources. It integrates 7 action fields: sustainable supply, industrial ecology, eco-conception, functional economy, responsible consumption, optimized waste management.

With who?
- Members of the circular economy network in France
- Interreg Mediterranean network
- ADEME resources in France
- Citoyens de la Terre association & “Territoires en vie” approach

How?
- How to understand the idea of circular economy: 3min video in French of the Fondation pour la Nature et l’Homme (https://youtu.be/eviGT35-4LU)
- Several initiatives of circular economy in France and in the world as well on the web site https://www.economiecirculaire.org/initiative
- Some documents and tools of the circular economy Network in France (https://www.economiecirculaire.org/library/#page1)
- www.territoiresenvie.org
Why?
The gender equality and the women entrepreneurship is a fundamental right of the human being. The women get the right of the dignity, without being hide from fear. It’s also an important requirement for development and poverty reducing because the women empowerment contributes to the common health and to the global productivity (of families and communities). This empowerment improves the future of the following generations as well.

What?
Some projects like “PARFAIT” in Tunisia aims to improve the women involvement in the local governance in Tunisia. For that, the project gives tools and ways to women or women groups to be included in the public life, as electors but as candidate as well. It helps them to be aware and involved in order to make the local system of decentralization successful for the whole population.

Some others projects like Tamkin wa takwin in Algeria aims to reinforce the entrepreneurship of crafts woman (Res’Art). It also aims to create a network with them, to emphasize their skills and competences to grow up a collective and territorial intelligence.

With who?
- ALDA Association (European association for local democracy)
- Femmes en communication Association and Res’Art network in Algeria
- Forum Femmes Méditerranée Association

What pedagogical resources?
- Publication du projet PARFAIT
- Le site web de Res’ART
- UNFPA sur l’égalité des genres (Fonds des Nations Unies pour la population)
- Campagne « Génération Égalité » de l’ONU Femmes
- Vidéo sur la journée du droit des femmes
4- THE SOLIDARY MOBILITY

Why?
- Become aware of wealth and inequalities in the Mediterranean sea and the world
- Teach the development and the international solidarity
- Encourage the Mediterranean citizenship based on values like tolerance, equality, peace, ecology and solidarity.

What?
- Act, educate, move for solidary world
- Encourage the Mediterranean mobility
- Develop some project of cooperation in the Mediterranean

With who?
The RITIMO network gathers in France some places and organizations (documentation centres, medias, online documentary...) that are engaged in a project of mobility for the international solidarity.

EUROCIRCLE is since 2006 a European NGO, that realizes transnational project, especially in the field of Young people international mobility.

The Mediterranean network AREMDT created in 2007 gathers associative actors related to the development and to the solidary trip in the Mediterranean. Many stakeholders organize some citizen actions every year in the frame of the AJCM.

How?
- RITIMO network
- Erasmus + program
- With proposal of mobility offers
- Discovering the AREMDT network
WITH SOCIAL MEDIA

Internet website : www.ajcmed.org
Our Facebook group : Join
Our Facebook page : AJCM
Youtube Playlist : Play
Our Instagram account : AJCMED
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